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1. Reflections 

Note: Please see Section for Section 1D for a contest I'd 
appreciate your entering.  
  
Also, if you're planning to read this via Facebook, please be 
advised that because of a change that company recently made, I 
can no longer post the whole issue there. And in the unlikely 
event you're not already a subscriber, you can make sure you 
don't miss an issue by clicking:   
Here 
______________________________ 

A. Cynthia, my beautiful bride, and I: 

(1) Celebrated our friend Emily Shaule's birthday with a delicious 
dinner at Wasabi that featured excellent service from Nicole. 

!   

(2) Came across this other picture from ROCK HORROR SHOW, 
a fun show that was cited in last week's issue. L-R: Tiffanie 
Boone, Taylor Aldrich, Jacob Wallas, Blaine Greenfield and Luke 
Haynes. For still more pictures, please click: 
Here 

!   

B. We then were away from each other for one of the few times in 
our married life together. 

(1) Cynthia went to the Naples Bay Resort in Florida to attend a 
workshop on Mindful Eating.  

!   

(2) In her absence, I saw a fantastic Deep River concert. Pictured 
(left) group members Sharon Lewis and Sandy Howard, and 
(right) Facebook friend Frank Zipperer who was videotaping the 
performance. 

!   

(3) I also saw SOMEONE ELSE at NC Stage. This show is having 
its world premiere, and it runs through November 29. It was both 
funny and touching, and if you get the chance, I strongly 
recommend that you see it. Picture, l-r: my friend Steven 
Shulman,  Jason Odell Williams, Charlotte Cohn, Charlie Flynn-
McIver and Blaine Greenfield. Williams and Cohn both wrote the 
play, and Cohn and Flynn-McIver starred in it. 

!   

(4) I attended an enlightening Living Torah session, led by Rabbi 
Justin Goldstein, at law offices of Robert J. Deutsch. (Thanks, 
Bob, for hosting this group!) 

Note: Rabbi Godlstein conducts these sessions every Thursday 
morning at 8:30. For more information, write him at: 
rabbi@bethisraelnc.org. 

!   

(5) And I met a previous BLAINESWORLD BEST AWARD winner, 
Tom DuVall, at the place where he works: Saniway Vacuum 
Cleaner Co. Tom had been nominated for recognition by a reader, 
our friend Ellen Pappas, on the basis of excellent service he had 
provided for her. When our vacuum needed to be repaired, we 
naturally went to his company. We were not disappointed with that 
decision. Both Saniway and Tom rock! 

!   

C. Congratulations to: 
  
(1) Nelson Sartoris on becoming a poet. And now he is a 
published one as a result of making this week's 
BLAINESWORLD! To read it, and I encourage you to do so, 
please go to the first item in Section 2 when you click: 
Here  
  
(2) Bob Bodkin and Weiwei Sc on their engagement. 
  
(3) Pat Achilles on winning first place win at the Sketch Club of 
Philadelphia Juried Art Show for her beautiful artwork in "Let's 
Visit New Hope. "  In addition, the book was recently cited as 
outstanding in all categories by The 23rd Annual Writer's Digest 
Self-Published Book Awards. To quote the Judge's Commentary 
(Writer's Digest):"The lively illustrations invite visitation to the 
many sights and sites. Simple and bright with enough detail to tell 
the story of the area ... in a way to beckon children and adults 
alike." 
  
(4) Maureen Simon on having her exhibit of photos profiled in the 
CITIZEN-TIMES. To read the account, please click: 
Here 
  
(5) Kenneth Shinozuka, inventor of SafeWander. This is the 
world's first wearable sensor that sends an alert to a caregiver's 
mobile device when a loved one or a patient gets up from a bed 
or chair, even if the caregiver is far away. Started from one teen's 
dream to keep his grandfather safe. To place an order and/or for 
more information, please click: 
Here 
  
(6) Kier Klepzig, Justin Slack and others for having their 
barbershop quartet named as District Quartet Champion in the 
recent competition of the Barbershop Harmony Society (Carolinas 
District). 
  
(7) Tom Orr on directing his first TV commercial.  
  
(8) Adrienne C. in PA, winner of Contest #13: a copy of A 
COMPLAINT FREE WORLD: TAKE THE 21-DAY CHALLENGE 
by Will Bowen. All told, there were five entries. 

D. And before I forget, it's now time to introduce ...  
  
***** CONTEST #24 ***** 
  
Please click the link below and take a look at all five of the 
headshots: 
Here 

If possible, click each one to see it at full size and, also, to get its 
number. ...   Then send an email to: bginbc@aol.com and indicate 
(in the body of the email) the number that you think is the best 
one; e.g., for me to use as a future headshot. Also, include your 
name and snail mail address. ... Kindly do so on or before 9 p.m. 
on Monday, Nov. 23. Afterward, I'll put all names in a hat and 
choose one person for a prize of a book from a list that you'll be 
sent. ... Thanks for your assistance!   

Note: The following picture is not in contention for the contest, but 
it shows what I think about the photographer--Michelle Baker--
who took the above photos and this one, too. You can read more 
about her in the BLAINESWORLD BEST AWARD section. 

!   

***** BLAINESWORLD BEST AWARD ***** 

This week's winner is Michelle Baker (see above)--a true 
Renaissance person if there ever was one. 

Aside from her fantastic photography, she is an accomplished 
painter, and she also speaks, coaches and facilitates workshops 
in painting, writing and performance for groups and individuals.  

Michelle's first work of fiction, THE CANOE, was published IN 
November, 2014. It can be purchased through Indiebound, 
Amazon and Barnes and Noble. I've read and very much enjoyed 
it. 

She can be reached at 505.690.2540 or via 
email: michellevest@gmail.com. 

That's her in the picture that follows. She is joined by yours truly 
with the first full head of hair that I've had for many years. 

!   
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2. FYI 

Whenever you order something online, first check to see if there 
are discount offers. I did this the other day when ordering my 
Daytimer refills. I typed-in "Daytimer discounts," and I came 
across one (not offered by the company) that saved me 30%. 
  
FYI, part 2 
  
A. Clips 

(1) Cecile K. in PA: Adele - Hello 
Home 

(2) Nelson S. in NC: Girl Speaks Gibberish With Perfect Accents 
To Show What Languages Sound Like To Foreigners  
Home 

(3) Arlene D. in PA: Amazing 86-year-old gymnast 
Home 

(4) Green Side of the Grass 
Home 
   
B. Other   

To read each of the following contributions in full, please click:   
Home 

(1) Second "Condemnent" by Nelson Sartoris. (2) (2) In 5 
minutes, he lets the blind see. (3) Sandra H. in CA: He Was 
Getting Prepared To Defend His Autistic Son, Until The Man In 
Front Said This. (4) My $120,000 vacation. 
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3. Joke 1 

What is dangerous is for your child and/or dog to be in the middle 
of the road! 

!   
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4. Reviews 

A. Saw MY ALL AMERICAN, the true story of Freddie Steinmark--
a safety who led his University of Texas team to a national 
championship in 1969. Shortly after the final game of the regular 
season, he was diagnosed with cancer and had to have hi leg 
amputated. Both Finn Wittrock as Steinmark and Aaron Eckhart 
as Darrell Royal, his coach, are excellent in their roles. If you're in 
the mood for an inspirational sports film, catch this one. Rated 
PG. 

B. TRAINWRECK is now out in DVD format . . . my review from 
BLAINESWORLD #981 follows: 
Saw TRAINWRECK, a very funny comedy written by and starring 
Amy Schumer. She plays a woman who has been taught that 
monogamy isn't realistic and so she has always lived her life that 
way; i.e., until she meets a successful sports doctor (Bill Hader) 
who falls in love with her. Schumer and Hader are both terrific, as 
are Colin Quinn and LeBron James in supporting roles. The 
beginning and ending sequences are about as hilarious as you'll 
ever see. Rated R. 

C. Read BEYOND ENGAGEMENT: A BRAIN-BASED 
APPORACH THAT BLENDS THE ENAGEMENT MANAGERS 
WANT WITH THE ENERGY EMPLOYEES NEED (BPs Books) by 
Brady G. Wilson. 

The author, co-founder of Juice Inc., is dedicated to improving 
employee performance and business results. Consequently, in 
this informative book, he shows how most companies fail when 
they focus on engagement of employees. Rather, he shows that 
there is a much better approach; i.e., to place the emphasis on 
managing energy. 

And sometimes this just involves seeking what matters most to 
employees--something that was not done in this case: 
I had a woman tell me, "Our company had a banner year last 
year, and our manager wanted to recognize our team. So he took 
us all out to a hockey game." 

I asked how that went. 

"Our department is made up mostly of women," she said. "I know 
women like hockey, but it means nothing to our group. If he had 
taken us out to dinner and a play, we would have felt completely 
recognized." 

Too bad. This manager had invested tie and (lots of) money trying 
to recognize his employees, but they still didn't feel recognized. 

I also liked the explanation of brain science in each chapter of 
BEYOND ENGAGEMENT, as well as the case studies. 

D. Heard: MATE: BECOME THE MAN WOMEN WANT (Hachette 
Audio) by Tucker Max and Geoffrey Miller and read by Miller. 

The authors have spent the last 20+ years learning what women 
really want from their men, why they want it and how men can 
deliver it. They advise guys to become the best version of yourself 
possible--then show it off. 

Just about every page has such useful advice as the following 
tidbits: 
List five things you have learned from a woman after your first 
date. If you can't list five, you're not listening. 

Seek new experiences, not new things. 

Smart people don't have to spend time showing other people how 
smart they are. 

Put yourself in the best situation to find a compatible mate. It is 
very rarely a bar. 

My only regret is that this book wasn't around in my dating days! 
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5. TV alert   

A. MASTER OF NONE: Available on Netflix 
According to THE NEW YORK TIMES, it is "the year's best 
comedy straight out of the gate, is a lot of things. It's an adorable 
but mature rom-com. It's an idea-packed bulletin on technology 
and social mores. It's a showbiz satire. It's a casually multicultural, 
multiracial comedy that's also acutely conscious of how identity 
still matters." Stars Aziz Ansari and Noël Wells. 

B. INDEPENDENT LENS: Monday, Nov. 16, at 10 p.m. on PBS 
(Dates and times on PBS often change so check local listings.) 
India has banned this documentary--"India's Daughter"--that tells 
the story of brutal gang rape in Delhi. 

C. KAREEM: A MINORITY OF ONE: Tuesday, Nov. 17, at 2 p.m. 
on HBO 
Watch if you want to learn more about Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, one 
of the greatest basketball players of all time, who has transformed 
himself into a public intellectual.  

D. U2: INNOCENCE + EXPERIENCE LIVE IN PARIS: Tues., Nov. 
17, at 11:45 p.m. on HBO 
One of the word's greatest bands presents its first-ever HBO 
concert special, shot on Nov. 14 in Paris. 
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6. Joke 2 

Customer: I can't get on the Internet. ... Tech support: Are you 
sure you used the right password? ... Customer: Yes, I'm sure. I 
saw my colleague do it. ... Tech support: Can you tell me what the 
password was?  ...  Customer: Five dots.   

Back to Top 

7. Websites 

A. The Asheville area has amazing talent. To see for yourself, 
listen to Jay Jay Ponton (with Sarah Fowler on piano) sing "All of 
Me." 
Here 

B. And then listen to  Dominic M. Aquilino perform Love Bade Me 
Welcome:5 Mystical Songs. 
Here  

C. BLAINESWORLD, the website, remains up and running . . . to 
view it, please click: 
Here  
  
D. Are you on Facebook? In the unlikely event we have not yet 
connected as friends there, please feel free to send me an invite 
by clicking:  
Here 
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8. Technology tip 

Advanced online tool to convert doc files to jpg. No download 
required. And best of all, it's free! 
Here  

Back to Top 

9. Joke 3 

A man strikes up a conversation with a woman on a plane. He 
asks,  "Business trip or vacation?" ... She replies, " "Business. 
The Annual Sexual Education Convention." ... Struggling to retain 
his composure, he says, "Tell me more." ... "I use my experience 
to debunk some of the popular myths about sexuality. One  is that 
African-American men are the most well-endowed when, in fact,  
it's the Native American Indian. Another is that Frenchmen are the 
best lovers when it is Jewish men. We have, however, found that 
Southern Rednecks have the most stamina." ... Suddenly, the 
woman becomes a little uncomfortable and blushes, "I'm sorry. I 
really shouldn't be discussing this with you. I don't even know 
your name." ... "It's Tonto Goldstein, but my friends call me 
Bubba."   

!    
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10. A quote I like 

"The supreme accomplishment is to blur the line between work 
and play." --Arnold Toynbee (1889-1975), British historian    
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11. Thought for the day 

Customer Service Experts Say 'No Problem' Is A Big Customer 
Service Problem--Here's Why 
by Micah Solomon 
  
There's a two-word phrase that tends to drive customer service 
experts, trainers, speakers, and thought leaders crazy, myself 
included. The phrase is "no problem": 
  
Customer: 'Thank you.' 
Customer service employee: 'No problem.' 
Customer service expert/trainer/thought leader: 'ARGGH-you're 
making my head explode!' 
  
For the rest of this informative article, please click: 
Here   
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12. Advance planning department 

To read about each of the following events in full, please click: 
Home 

A. NC events 

(1) Paula Hanke & Michael Jay Stevens with David Novak. (2) 
"Why the J?" Film Screening. (3) All the Timing by David Ives. 

B. PA/NJ event 

1st Annual Dr. Barry Sysler Memorial Scholarship Dining Out 
Night.  
_____________________________ 
  
PS. My kind of woman (below)! I hope y'all make it a great 
Veterans Day on Wednesday, Nov. 11, and, in doing so, join me in 
honoring U.S. veterans and victims of all wars.   

!   

Also, make it a wonderful week! 
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